Meet Kathleen Clarke of ClubSport San Jose

Kathleen Clarke, Aquatics Director at ClubSport San Jose, joined the
club back in 2007 as a member, and shortly thereafter became a part
time employee. That was 7 years before it became a ClubSport
location in 2014 at which time she became the Aquatics Director.

From the time she joined, shortly after opening in 2007, Kathleen, who has long been a swimmer
and “AAU Swimming” member, immediately noticed a difference with the salt water pool. The
water was just “so much better to swim in”. TMI had worked with the original Club owner to install
Salt and a TMI controller when the pool was built.
The original Aquatics Director used the TMI on-call support less than was recommended. Over time
the equipment wasn't being used in the manner in which it was designed, due to lack of
understanding from the local pool companies that had been called in for servicing.
In 2014, when ClubSport
entered the picture, Kathleen
was advised (by a local pool
company) to "rip it all out" and
start again. Kathleen was at
her wit's end. Being the
intrepid Aquatics Director that
she is, she found a TMI
sticker on the equipment and
called for help.

“I was amazed as your Tech guy knew exactly who we were, still had all our information
with equipment and pictures and was immediately able to help even though 7 years had
passed,and we had never really been in contact. It felt like he had been sitting by his phone
all that time waiting for my call. I put him in touch with Jun (our new Facilities Engineer)
and between them they got the equipment back upand running promptly.”

As it turned out, recalibration of the systems were necessary in order to bring everything in line.
TMI's on-call support, which had previously been under-utilized, was able to diagnose the
challenges and implement immediate solutions:
TMI worked remotely with the maintenance team to:
1. Fix the programming and get the control systems re-setup correctly.
2. Test all output systems and found multiple issues with feeders (acid and chlorine),
including pumps that were off, pumps connected to the wrong relays or not drawing
from tanks, empty tanks, etc.
3. Fix all issues and get everything else stabilized.
4. Identify that their test kit was expired, and supply a new one
5. Identify that some sensors were bad and needed replacement.
“The members felt an immediate difference in the water! The process didn’t cost much at all
and the TMI Customer Service made it seamless and immediately beneficial!”

For more information on
ClubSport San Jose click here.
For more information on TMI
Sustainable Aquatics click
here. If you would like to
contact us, email
timothy@tmisaltpure.com.

